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Welcome to this month’s newsletter.

Summer officially started with the fantastic Roof of Wales day-ride. I thoroughly
enjoyed riding with new and old members alike. Can’t wait for the Welsh
Railways run on the 5th June.

If you arrived on a new bike (you know who you are!!)– please could you send a review to
whamnewsletter@gmail.com.

Do you have an interesting bike in that you would like to display? IAM 60th anniversary bike party,
on 2nd July, are looking for a bike for each year of the organisation’s life – 1956 – 2016.  Please
contact events@iam.org.uk if interested.

WHAM Observers are currently very busy with Associates and riders requested ‘taster rides’. As a
training organisation we are looking to maintain high standards in our riding, and reduce bad habits.
If you are interested in training for a F1RST please let one of the committee or training team know.

It was interesting listening to members’ plans for the summer, such as a group travelling up to
Scotland. I recently read a report regarding travelling to France. Here are a few points from
Policeman Mike Marlow, who runs the Police Motorcycle group, you may wish to consider:

·   From Jan 2016 you must carry a hiviz for use in a breakdown. There is no requirement to
wear the jacket at all times.

·   Reflective stickers on helmets have been a legal requirement for years and legally enforcea
ble. However, I have never heard of anyone being fined for this.

·   There is a legal requirement to carry a breathalyser but it is not legally enforceable. Therefore
don’t waste your money.

·   Headlamp reflectors are a waste of money – most modern bikes have a splayed rather than
offset dipping pattern. Check by shining your headlamp against the garage door. If you think
the light will shine high due to being fully loaded consider a piece of insulation tape to mask
top of headlight. Cheap and effective and easy to remove/replace.

·   The French Gov. have recently purchased 1000 white Peugeot vans which will be located on
bridges, with laser equipment. Speeders will be escorted off at the next exit/junction. All
speeders are to be breath tested.
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Do you know anyone that would benefit from advanced training.
If so …here’s a chance to try it out for Free.
Please use this form to register your interest in a no obligation
free taster session and one of our Observers will contact you to
arrange your free ride out.

·   Points for speeding are still not enforceable. At the moment static
cameras will flash but you will not be pursued back home in the UK.

·   If you are stopped and nicked for more than 40kph over the speed
limit you will be banned on the spot. If there is no-one insured and able to
ride your bike it will be confiscated and impounded.

(Police World Vol61, 2016)

If you are off on a trip please let the
newsletter editor have a photo or even
a report of your exploits.

Have fun out there folks!
Paul Whitcombe

http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/2016-free-taster-sessions/
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Tony finds an alternative
mode of transport

Looks like we are going to have to find
some bigger carparks….

Although an airfield might be going a bit too far!
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WHAM Group Riding Guidelines – essential info

Most bikers often ride in groups. WHAM recognises that this activity becomes more enjoyable and
safer if group riding is practiced with a greater awareness of the issues. Our guide sets out the
principles for safe group riding and forms the basis for our training “master classes”. The full guide can
be found on the WHAM document page

This is a shorter version covering the essentials of Group Riding

Awareness and attitude

We know the greatest concern for riders in Groups is about the behaviour of fellow riders. The anxiety
to “keep up” can lead to rash decisions with potentially disastrous consequences. The frustrations
experienced when having to ride with others who do not match your ability or style can produce the
same results.
The guidelines here are designed to foster a greater awareness between group riders and enable safe
progressive riding. However there is no substitute for practice; WHAM encourages open discussion
and will offer Group Riding advice to promote safe and effective Group Riding. Our observers are there to
help and answer questions.

GROUP

Know your fellow riders
Have their mobile phone numbers

ROUTE

Know the route and planned stops

OPEN ROAD

Follow the 2 second rule for all traffic, group
riders included
Adopt the overtaking position if wanting to pass other traffic or a group rider
Be aware of those in front and behind
At turning points allow the rider behind to see which direction you take, wait for them to appear if
not in sight.

URBAN

Close up to keep the group together

PROTOCOL

Ride for yourself at all times
Be courteous to other road users
Always ride within your capabilities
Let others know if you intend to leave the group
Agree an Emergencies procedure

http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/library/
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A picture of some old ruins …

And a rather lovely castle!

It’s not all tea & biscuits
…. Honest!

I don’t know what is Gary is doing but Adrian
Wheeler is having nothing to do with it
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SLOW RIDING DAY (or I used to wobble but don’t any more)
By Ant Clerici

Sunday 3rd July 2016
We usually have an article about WHAM's slow riding day after the event. The article
celebrates the day with pictures of smiling faces of bikers who have experienced one
of our best events of the year.

There's usually a picture of the winner of the slow riding race

(Slow riding race? What's that?)

“2007 Ready Steady Slow!”

Let me start at the beginning.
We aim to increase our biking skills and this has the effect of more fun and safer riding.

Slow riding is one of THE skills for every day riding: around town, filtering, parking, at junctions and where
you just need that extra control and confidence.

Slow riding? – you’ll need it here Tricky surface,
following instructions often in a foreign language,
other bikers watching, you want that riding
control.

So, via Den, we have access to Throckmorton
airfield for a day, a day to learn, practice and have
fun.

As you might expect we run slow riding from
scratch: to control your bike in straight lines using
little or no throttle, a touch of back brake, keeping
off that front brake and a bit of clutch control.

Soon you are smoothly trickling along, able to modify your speed: slightly faster, slightly slower, all under
quiet relaxed control.

Then you can move onto to a slalom, steeper slaloms and figures of eight.
The basics apply here too: look ahead to where you want to go, relax, smooth control....
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There's no pressure, riders return to previous exercises if they want.
Take a tea break if they want.

Our observers are there to give advice, guidance and encouragement….all with a smile

Soon everyone is riding the slow riding course that offers a bit more of a challenge.
Some cruise round; others especially if they have bikes with less turning ability might need several tries.

But it doesn't end there.....we'll set up other games and challenges to try; like transferring a ball from one
cone to another, circles in a box....mini ramps/kerbs….ride standing up…..

Then there’s lunch!
And because we have an airfield to play with we run two more exercises: counter steering (positive steering)
practice and braking.

· Steering practice around a larger area where cornering at higher speeds can be practiced.

· Braking on a runway means we can practice stopping in a safe location; here you can experience how
good your brakes can be....how ABS feels. How pathetic rear brakes are compared to the front.

We advocate the dinosaur model, gradual increase in pressure as you pull the lever, full on as your front tyre
loads, finally ease off for that smooth stop. Or ABS? Allow it to work!
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DO YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO COULD BENEFIT FROM
ADVANCED MOTORCYCLE TRAINING?

IF SO ….

Save £50.00 on the IAM Skill for life by signing up with
WHAM now.

We only have a limited number of places at this price, please
use our contact form, on the web site and we will be in touch

with details ASAP.

                           Congratulations                        8

Congratulations to Adrian Wheeler on becoming a Local Observer.

http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/skillforlife/
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What are the rules about
skid resistance?

With the introduction of the new Test Standards and
IAM RoadSmart manual there has been an update in
the number of competencies that are now tested on
the advanced test, also the introduction of the
Human Factor competence. The following guidance
is taken from the RoadSmart Observer manual but
can equally be used for all of our riding.
What can be tested?
If it is in the course content, it can be tested. The course
material mentions pre-ride checks, running brake checks and
knowledge of technology fitted to the motorcycle.
It follows that should they chose to do so, the Examiner may
ask questions on any of these subjects during the test. The
Associate would have been taken through these subjects with
you during the observed rides.

What is different?
The biggest change is probably in the test sheet. We
have reduced the marking guide
from 5 to 3 ratings
3= Requires Development (fails to consistently demonstrate
the competency)
2 = Satisfactory (Consistently demonstrates the competency)
1 = Commended (Consistently demonstrates the competency
to a high standard with
confidence; showing sound understanding of the interaction
between this and other competencies)

F1rst Defined as before with three 2’s allowed and no 3’s
allowed

We have reduced the number of areas being tested from 26 to 22 by combining some of them.
• Legality & Safety combined
• Eco driving/riding & Vehicle Sympathy combined
• Hazard Management & Planning combined
• Human Factors added to Concentration
• Restraint and Progress combined

The examiner can choose to do a slow speed manoeuvre or accept that it has been
displayed already during the drive/ride
.
We’ve added a section on the rear of the test form that gives a brief explanation of
each area being tested. It is not comprehensive but gives a snapshot of what the
Examiner should be looking for.

We’ve also added more room for the Examiner to write feedback on how the Associate
performed on test.
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The Rider
There are a number of personal qualities or behaviours that
any advanced rider must demonstrate

• To put safety first in all riding judgements

No journey is so important that safety can be compromised;
advanced riders should never put themselves or others in
harm’s way

• To remain calm and considerate of others at all times
--Advanced riders are always aware that their decisions and actions may have an effect on other
people (see picture showing Betari’s Cycle of Conflict and how attitude and behaviour are affected)

--They recognise that the road-space needs to be shared and that this is most successfully
achieved when everyone communicates and cooperates

--As well as complying with legislation and the Highway Code Advanced Riders should set a good
example to other road users

• To always maintain concentration while riding
--Concentration is defined as:

The full application of mind and body to a particular endeavour
to the exclusion of everything not relevant to that endeavor

--Advanced riders should be able to focus on their riding while disregarding any unrelated factors

--They should be able to manage riding related tasks, such as identifying road junctions or using
satellite navigation

• To manage any external influences and distractions

--Advanced riders must remain in charge and not be negatively influenced or distracted if they have
a pillion passenger

Certain pillion riders, such as first timers or those lacking experience, are more likely to present a
risk and recognising this can be the first step to successfully overcoming it. Advanced riders can
help by giving instructions and advice.

Increasingly, people are using hands-free telephones on motorcycles. However, they do cause a
distraction and despite being legal, use is discouraged. Advanced riders should always pull over
somewhere safe if they need to answer a call.
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• To change their plans if any factor is likely to impair their
performance or decision making

--Advanced riders must be aware of any physical influences
that might impair their decision making and ability to ride
safely

--For example, if they start to feel tired or experience physical
discomfort while riding, they should consider whether they are
still able to concentrate fully

--Similarly, if they feel angry, frustrated, anxious or frightened, they should:

--In the short term - find somewhere to stop safely and try to deal with those outside influences

--In the longer term - use the experience to develop new methods for managing such influences
prior to riding.
To consistently evaluate their own performance, with a view to retaining and developing
their skills
--The IAM RoadSmart approach to rider development seeks to encompass all of the components
necessary to produce safe, well-rounded riders. It encourages self- reflection as a means to
develop as an advanced rider

--A mistake can often be defused with just an apologetic wave.

--Advanced riders should always assess their motorcycle control and riding performance as if
through the eyes of a third party.

--Other factors to consider include the time of day, the route and any potential negatives, such as
tiredness, stress, the effects of prescription medication and traffic conditions

--In terms of the bigger picture, advanced riders should also have an understanding of how riding
fits into their lifestyle and life goals

• To apply newfound knowledge in order to improve their riding performance

--Advanced riders are constantly learning and developing. They should always use  any new-
found knowledge to improve their riding performance.

The Motorcycle
There are certain key actions that any advanced rider must take in relation to their
motorcycle:

• To conduct pre-ride checks correctly and ensure that motorcycle maintenance is up to date

--Advanced riders should have an ordered approach to checking their motorcycle

--They should undertake that check to a high standard, remembering that the primary concern is
always safety
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--Given that many modern machines have extended
maintenance programmes, they may clock up a lot of
miles/time between services. It is therefore important to
adhere to their service schedules

--Even the most sophisticated checking systems will not
detect every problem so visual inspection is still required

--If any doubts arise, advanced riders should have their
machine checked by a Professional.

To know the performance and safety features of their motorcycle – and have the ability to
explain them

--They must be aware of their machine’s capabilities in order to remain safe and legal.

--Maximum appropriate acceleration will vary considerably from machine to machine.

--They should be aware of the safety features and aids fitted to their machine, and be prepared
to explain them.

--For example, when starting their machine, they should know which warning lights should come
on and when they should go off.

--They should also know when to stop and investigate if a warning light comes on during a ride,
.

--If it is red - STOP as soon as it is safe

--If it is amber – the next time they stop

• To understand the purpose of and conclusions from a moving brake test

--While a modern machine may display a warning light in the event of a brake
failure, the effect of an obstruction or other outside influence won’t be monitored.

--Advanced riders should be able to conduct a moving brake test at a low speed in order to
safely assess that the machine pulls up evenly on both wheels with no adverse effect.

--They should be aware if the braking system makes any untoward noises

--They should also know the required pressure on the controls to slow and stop their machine -
and be aware of the performance of their tyres in the given conditions

• To recognise the issues when riding an unfamiliar machine

When riding an unfamiliar machine, advanced riders should be aware of any features that may
affect their ability to ride it. They should adjust their riding accordingly
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The Journey
There are certain important factors that advanced riders must
be aware of in relation to their journey:

• That the purpose of their journey and the time available
may influence their riding and their decision-making

--Advanced riders must always consider the purpose of their journey – and whether it is likely to
change.

--For example, an observed ride may, on conclusion, become a ride to visit friends or to pick-up a
pillion, so priorities may change.

--Similarly, they must be aware that if time is short, that may become the focus of their concentration
and affect their decision making process and attitude towards other drivers and riders

--For example, they should not become less willing to share space nor more aggressive in their
communication.

By recognising these changes at an early stage, an advanced rider can manage them effectively.

• That route choice and planning will influence the way they ride
--Advanced riders should consider their knowledge of the route and the possible effects of how they
choose to get there.

--For example, are they relying on Sat Nav and if it fails how might that affect the way they approach
the ride
The Wider World
Motorcycling doesn’t happen in a vacuum; it is part of life. Advanced riders should therefore be
aware of the possible impact other lifestyle factors may have on their riding. In particular, they
should:
• Consider the range of influences that may impact on their riding

--For example, whether their peer group’s view of how to behave on the road differs from that of a
careful and competent rider

--How peer group pressure might influence their attitudes and behaviour when riding

--Similarly, what is their focus if they are a courier under pressure to complete their deliveries?

Understand how attitude to risk may affect riding choices

--A thrill-seeking, try-anything-once approach to life can easily translate into risk-taking behaviour on
the road.

Taken from IAM RoadSmart manual.                                                            Del Britton - CO WHAM
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